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IT disruptions
Sudden competitive moves
Consumer demands
Security threats
Market ﬂuctuations
Compliance with numerous government and industry
regulations

To fully address these exposures, risk management, business
continuity, crisis management and security professionals need to
achieve business resilience in order to adapt and respond rapidly
to threats and opportunities. Business resiliency management
(BRM) has evolved to describe the holistic management of these
diverse activities. The main drivers for growth and maturity—
around-the-clock service delivery, globalization and increasing
operational risk—are expanding the scope of BRM beyond its
roots in the IT department. Organizations are forming crossbusiness, cross-functional programs and showing growing
interest in ﬁnding a standardized way to manage them. Through
standardization and potential certiﬁcation, businesses are citing
BRM as a market differentiator.
To manage the similar-yet-diverse techniques of continuity,
recovery, availability and crisis management under one management umbrella, many BRM managers are following best practices formed over the past 30 years and are looking to the latest
trends for answers about future best practices. In this paper, we’ll
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explore IBM’s proven, methodical and risk-centric approach to
preparing, managing and executing business resilience and
continuity risk mitigation techniques across six deﬁned layers
of resilience. In particular, we’ll look at recent trends to help you
take your BRM programs to the next level and mitigate the everchanging risks inherent in every environment.

Introduction to business resiliency
management
Constantly changing business requirements have driven the
evolution from early technology recovery solutions with timeframes of days to weeks to today’s environment of continuous
business and IT operations. Where disaster recovery once gave
way to business continuity in the mid-1990s, business continuity
is now giving way to business resilience. Availability, recovery,
security and compliance techniques have converged and must
be managed concurrently to create an infrastructure that can
sustain true business resiliency. It is the convergence of these
techniques within a highly secure environment that forces business resiliency managers to administer more complex elements
at the same time and in proportion to the level of service that
the business demands.
To accomplish this goal, many companies are developing allencompassing, cross-functional programs to maintain continuous
business operations and access to critical business data while
managing and predicting costs to achieve and maintain a highly
ready state. The ability to blend solutions to accommodate the
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most critical business processes and applications with the highest
level of protection—and still enable less-critical applications with
less-stringent solutions—is a trademark of a resilient company.
Business resilience management is the holistic management of
the processes to help identify potential risks based on impacts
that threaten an organization. One of the most critical aspects of
achieving business resilience, a strong BRM program, can help
enable organizations to more rapidly adapt and respond to risks
and opportunities in order to maintain continuous business
operations, be a more trusted partner and enable growth.

BRM best practices
What will future business resiliency management best practices
look like? Before anticipating and possibly predicting tomorrow’s
most effective or efficient methods, we should ﬁrst examine
today’s best practices across six key facets of resiliency. The
IBM Business Resiliency Framework, shown in Figure 1, is
designed to parse an organization into unique but interdependent layers consisting of strategy, organization, processes,
applications and data, technology, and facilities and security.
Examining an organization through these layers can help
reduce complexity and improve BRM visibility into potential
risks and exposures.
Furthermore, viewing a business in this manner also helps
enable the identiﬁcation of crucial interdependencies between
business processes and the information technology that enables
them. Understanding these interdependencies can give management the required context to help prioritize business resilience
initiatives and manage the program more efficiently.
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Governance and program management strategy

Strategy and vision

Organization

AVAILABILITY

CONTINUITY

Processes

Applications and data
RECOVERY

SECURITY

Technology

Management support is essential to the success of the BRM program. BRM is an enterprise-wide matter and should include all
lines of business and be centrally managed by a cross-function,
cross-line-of-business governance committee. A governance and
program management strategy should be selected and customized from one of the numerous standards, guidelines or
frameworks published around the world today or using the
IBM Resilience Maturity Model framework (shown in Figure 2).
Using a framework enables the disperse agents across the
organization to work in a disciplined way through a well-deﬁned
governance and management structure. The governance policy
should be linked to the corporate mission, culture and values and
should provide ways to quantify, track and communicate the
value of the program to the organization using business language
rather than operational metrics.

Facilities
Enterprise Risk Mgmt

Value Assurance

Identify, mitigate and control threats
to the business in order to protect
the enterprise in a consistent
manner

Quantify, track and communicate
the Resilience Program’s value to
the organization and ensure the
resilience investment is
managed

Figure 1: IBM Business Resiliency Framework

Strategy
Resiliency begins with strategy. Because a business strategy is the
road map for achieving business goals, it is imperative that your
resilience strategy be in harmony with your business goals. The
goal is to enter a state of preparedness so that actions are
thought out and pragmatic rather than impulsive and frantic.
The motivation to capture these actions is established and
deﬁned at the strategy level, documented in policies and
standards, and then regularly monitored and enforced by a
centralized, governing body.

Corporate Culture

Governance

Program Execution
Manage the execution of the
program to ensure that the program
is executing as designed and is
providing a consistent approach
throughout the enterprise

Position the corporate mission and
values within the continuity and
recovery program to ensure that the
Program can adapt to business
change

Provide clarity, definition and
guidance for the resilience at the
enterprise level to ensure the
initiatives are carried out.

Technology
Solutions

Business Integration

Identify and implement technology
solutions to support business
integration and availability to protect
against interruptions and/or
outages

Integrate all lines of business into the
Program to provide end --to-end
availability and protection of business
process across the
organization

Figure 2: IBM Resilience Maturity Model Framework
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Risk- and impact-driven mitigation strategy

Exercise strategy

The need to investigate what could impact the business function
of the critical processes and resources needed to proactively
reduce the risk of an outage is fundamental to a solid BRM program. One of the characteristics of a best-practice risk mitigation
strategy is the prioritization of mitigation actions based on the
impact to critical business resources. This is facilitated by a thorough risk and impact analysis process that can identify potential
threats or events that cannot be prevented, for example a hurricane, earthquake or strike, and their associated risks—the result
of the threat occurring, for example, curfews, mandatory closings
and building damage.

All technical and business mitigation solutions must be validated.
This is typically accomplished through exercising or testing the
steps captured in a plan to ensure that the documented procedures are executable and accurate, the solution can be completed
in the time frame required and personnel are trained in their
roles. The exercise strategy helps protect the organization’s
investment, because without periodic exercising, the effectiveness
of the plan can quickly erode.

In large or more mature companies, this risk analysis is a component of the larger enterprise risk management (ERM) program.
ERM as a formal practice is growing in visibility and importance. An ERM program may follow different frameworks based
on industry, but most typically will include the common themes
of identiﬁcation, prioritization, response and monitoring.
Business resilience is a crucial design point for ERM programs
and can cover a wide range of risk types such as: business-driven
risks with an emphasis on strategic, compliance and ﬁnancial
risks; event-driven risks that focus on operational and hazard
types; and data-driven risks that affect reliable and effective processing, reporting and dissemination of information. Regardless
of the risk, tight integration between ERM and BRM can
strengthen the ability to anticipate and thus mitigate risks to the
business and enable faster responses should they occur.

Plans should be exercised regularly in accordance with their
importance to the company and at least annually. Different types
of exercises can be employed to help ensure that all facets of the
plan and the solution are validated. These can include tabletop
or walkthrough discussions for plan execution, simulation
through active participation to enable the process or technology
external to the production environment, or full failover by
switching from the production environment and operating from
an alternate site. The use of virtual testing can help you emulate
your recovery actions without interrupting production while
logging actions to create an auditable report trail.
Awareness and education strategy

Education and training of personnel in special, critical and
multiple roles plays a signiﬁcant part in the success of the plan
execution and may inﬂuence the time required to execute tasks.
An awareness and education strategy helps ensure that all
employees are aware of the plan, not just those who participate
regularly. Pandemic preparedness is a good example of using
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awareness programs to educate personnel about simple
techniques to help maintain their health and the health of
their family members to mitigate the risk of high employee
absenteeism predicted during a major ﬂu outbreak.

responsibilities and accountabilities; deﬁned cross-line-ofbusiness linkages; and identiﬁed skills that are critical to
the organization.
Resilience organization design

Crisis management and communication strategy

Crisis management is the process of managing multiple
responses to an event using a consistent approach to
respond more quickly and appropriately, thus reducing
damage to the organization’s reputation and business
operations. A proper strategy in this area calls for clear command decisions, documented actions, deﬁned roles and responsibilities and the ability to communicate effectively and efficiently
across the entire organization. To prevent a small incident from
becoming a major disaster, you need to maintain current, accurate communication lists for both internal and external contacts,
written scripts for internal and external communications and
company fact sheets. You also should ensure that all employees
are versed in public relations, legal response and insurance. The
communication plan should include contingencies for the loss or
major degradation of standard access for both voice and data
networks. Relationships with the Internet and intranets can be
affected, so contingencies that include out-of-region service
providers still prevail.

The resilience organization consists of two main bodies: those
who make the program run on a daily basis and those on the
governing committee who deﬁne, manage and enforce polices
deﬁned in the strategy layer. Although disaster recovery and
even business continuity may have at one time been the responsibility of the IT department, the trend is to move this function
higher in the corporation, reporting to or even managed by a
C-level person. In the most mature industries and larger
companies, the role of chief resilience officer is emerging
or the BRM staff is aligning with the chief risk officer.
A centralized BRM committee’s main responsibility is to set policy that guides the BRM program to:
●

●

●

Organization
Organizational considerations play an important role in achieving business resiliency. Many of the essentials of organizational
change are required to build a successful resiliency plan, such as
a visible, committed executive sponsor; documented roles,

●

●

Provide clarity, deﬁnition and guidance to the participants and
stakeholders
Encourage or mandate participation from the critical
participants
Heighten communications to ensure awareness up and down
the management chain as well as to all internal and external
stakeholders
Enact and report regular and pertinent business measurements
that show the success of the overall BRM program
Ensure accountability with responsibilities tied to job descriptions and adequate rewards for participation and success
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Processes
A resiliency plan should concentrate on both the business and
IT processes that are most vital to the enterprise. Creating and
sustaining processes that support resilient business operations
and infrastructures requires identiﬁcation of the minimum
required process functionality during disruptive events, alternate
processes and procedures that will allow operations to continue
during times of stress, and redeﬁnition of processes to achieve
better workload balance.
Critical business process identiﬁcation and prioritization

Critical business process identiﬁcation is facilitated by a business
impact analysis (BIA) that helps to prioritize the business
processes and establish the required business case to defend
the mitigation responses needed to protect them. Businesses
increasingly require a more granular, or services view of their
anticipated losses. With this type of approach, the analysis looks
at business silos, such as departments or functions, as well as
across each silo, tracing a business service as it touches each
department. The business processes are prioritized by analyzing
the impact to the business due to the loss of that process and
estimating the ﬁnancial and nonﬁnancial risks to the company.
This analysis produces a more realistic reporting of the potential
overall loss due to the interruption of any one of the pieces
required to produce the service.
Mapping business processes to their application and data,
technology, and facilities layers helps ensure that all dependent
physical requirements, system, network and data storage needs
are identiﬁed. This mapping should include analysis of upstream
and downstream dependencies to determine input and output
data streams for data synchronization. Technology dependencies
should also be reconciled to help ensure that the correct
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recovery order or availability techniques are applied to the entire
critical process and systems, not just applications, and the same
dependencies between the business units themselves should be
reviewed to help determine the correct recovery order among
processes, departments and even divisions.

Applications and data
Today, the ability to constantly provide reliable information
to people both inside and outside the enterprise from multiple,
disparate data and application sources is a requirement. Rather
than being aligned only with technology, applications and data
are now tightly linked with business processes and organizations.
Managed information protection

The goal of the BRM program is to help manage data in a way
that is designed to keep the business from losing its most valuable commodity—its data. The timely and accurate backup of
data has to be considered, executed and validated by proving the
ability to recover or access data operationally, such as to retrieve
a user’s deleted ﬁle, as well as for entire data pools (for example,
from an alternate site). To reduce human error and increase the
likelihood of capturing required data, companies are seeking
out services and tools that can provide higher levels of data
automation to back up data from servers, desktops and laptops,
wherever they are located, with reduced human intervention.
Email, a highly convenient form of communication, has become
a necessity that businesses rely on not only for internal messages
but also for around-the-clock access to external parties in and
out of a recovery effort. Thus, access to email has become a priority for communication during an event, making it critical for
data protection solutions and availability.
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Technology
Because a signiﬁcant portion of most business budgets is used
for building the IT infrastructure, it is prudent to align these
investments with the resiliency objectives of the enterprise. All
important technology components must be considered when
planning for resiliency, including hardware architectures, system
software, middleware and networks. Each component must
be examined to ensure that its level of availability—through
reliability, redundancy or failover—is in line with the resiliency
objectives of the enterprise.
Risk- and impact-based solution design

Based on the substantiated selection of critical business processes
and the risk tolerance of the company, the business resiliency
manager can more conﬁdently match risk mitigation solutions to
the organization’s need. You can use resilience tiers to help you
select an appropriate solution design. Resilience tiers can provide
an objective scale to classify business resilience requirements into

a set of consistent metrics and criteria across an organization.
They also provide a set of deﬁnitions to help establish business
resilience requirements in terms of technical resilience capabilities on a continuum of service level requirements. Consequently,
the business requirements are linked to technical resilience
requirements and capabilities.
Through standardization and disciplined implementation,
the architect can design solutions that ﬁt each tier based on
the characteristics of that tier. Resilience tiers can also provide
the criteria and metrics to measure, manage and report on
achieving business resilience goals often missing in most programs to gain management recognition. Figure 3 shows sample
service resilience metrics and targets for possible tiers. Although
the names are immaterial, the example resilience tiers illustrate
different targets for each of the three service continuity goals
listed down the ﬁrst column. Targets should be appropriate and
customized based upon results of the impact and risk analyses.

Resilience tiers
Service description

Platinum

Gold

Silver

Bronze

Service level objectives

Business functions that, if
unavailable, will result in
either ﬁnancial or legal
penalties based on
regulatory restrictions
Typically assigned to the
top ﬁve to ten percent of
applications that drive
revenue and proﬁts and
that highly impact brand
reputation

Business functions that
present a potentially
broad impact across the
internal organization
During critical processing
windows, the business
cannot afford to be
without this function

Business functions that
support back-office
functions such as
analysis and reporting

Noncritical, back-end,
offline business functions
Typically, alternate, but
less desirable, methods
are available to achieve
same business function
to support tolerance for
extended outages

Service level availability
requirements

Continuous availability
99.999 percent
Zero planned outages

Nearly continuous
99.99 percent
Up to four-hour planned
outages (maintenance)

High availability
99.9 percent
Up to four-hour planned
outages (maintenance)

Moderate availability
99.5 percent

Service level recoverability
requirements

Return to service in less
than ﬁve minutes (all
events)

Local: return to service in
less than ﬁve minutes
Data center: return to
service in less than two
hours

Return to service in
less than two hours
(all events)

Local: return to service in
less than eight hours
Data center: return to
service in less than
speciﬁed time frame
(days to weeks)

Figure 3: Sample resilience tier table with target metrics
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Applying business resiliency techniques as part of the early product development cycle in all projects allows for earlier identiﬁcation of resiliency needs. Thus, organizations can accommodate
those needs as part of the early funding cycle rather than starting
over after a new product, service or application is in production.
New technology is opening more opportunities to capitalize
on hardware inventories. Virtualization of resources allows for
more efficient use of server and data center capacity by provisioning it on demand, wherever and whenever it is needed. With
the advent of cloud computing, the possibility of having more
ﬂexible recovery resources at your disposal increases. When
tightly managed, test or development environments can be
implemented for the recovery and post-restoration work effort.
However, these technical solutions mandate a higher degree of
automation, training and new management paradigms and
disciplines to manage and execute when needed.

Facilities
Business resiliency management should encompass all enterprise
locations and address the unique features of each location to
achieve the desired resiliency level for the enterprise. Facilities
and security considerations range from ensuring adequate power,
heating and cooling, to the often-overlooked situations of providing and testing physical and logical security mechanisms, the
ability to accommodate a virtual workplace when needs dictate,
and the distribution facilities to handle changing business
demands.
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Work area solution design

Work area solutions can ensure that an employee’s working environment is available, even if he or she cannot access the primary
environment. Some decision makers who have a workforce
recovery strategy use remote access technologies as part of that
strategy. When selecting a work-at-home strategy, management
should enable employees to work from home by ensuring access
to vital documentation, secure high speed lines and printing.
When choosing alternate sites for work area relocation, selection
of such centers must accommodate the employee’s personal
needs during a crisis such as child or elder care, living quarters
and health care. It is critical to exercise this capability regularly
to validate that the network capacity will support the extra
workload, critical applications can be accessed securely and
employees remember how to sign in and access their work area
remotely.
Newer social networking applications can be used to reduce the
culture change of moving to dispersed work areas and facilitate
collaboration. Developments in information and communication
technologies, together with the evolution of Internet-based
social computing, can reduce human interaction costs; the
cost of linking globally distributed people into coherent, highly
interactive communities. How we use these newer technologies
to our advantage is beginning to be explored, but as this industry
grows, the ability to link teams working remotely for more efficient results can greatly enhance the distributed, recovering
workforce.
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Site restoration and return home

The workforce cannot sustain operating from alternate locations
indeﬁnitely. Often omitted from most plans are the steps for
returning to the restored or rebuilt work location or data center.
Although it is impossible to complete all details before an
event, draft project plans and outlines, checklists and
established restoration service contracts are imperative
to quick adjustment after the event to assist with
reestablishing your primary work site.

Security
Security is the posture taken to protect people, assets, data and
technology across and entire enterprise. It is no longer enough
to implement a costly infrastructure and set of tools to reduce
the impact of risk and recover from disruptions. Security cannot
solely be the job of regulators or a stand-alone corporate department. Organizations need to develop an intelligent business
strategy that accounts for risk management.

How IBM can help
Pulling together all of these interrelated and dependent practices
and technologies—while remaining competitive, managing costs
and protecting your business—can be daunting. Partnering with
an experienced global leader in business continuity and resiliency
can help you accomplish your goals and achieve a more proactive, rather than reactive, approach.
IBM has developed an extensive portfolio of business continuity
and resiliency services that are designed to help you assess your
disaster preparedness and manage disasters when they do occur.
These services, along with IBM technology and consulting,

can be customized for the particular requirements of your
organization and allow you the ﬂexibility to manage as much or
as little of your business continuity management program as you
would like.
IBM Resiliency Consulting Services can be engaged to help you
assess, design, implement and manage an enterprise-wide risk
and business resiliency program that can include plans for your
workforce. From the initial step of performing a risk and impact
analysis through the ﬁnal phases of validation and testing,
IBM Resiliency Consulting Services can help ensure that in the
event of a disaster, your business activities keep running.
IBM Resiliency Consulting Services—resilience program assessment
can compare your end-to-end resilience program maturity to
industry-leading practices and provide action plans for successful
program management, applying regional guidelines and regulations where appropriate.
IBM Resiliency Consulting Services—resilience program design
helps you create a customized program designed to meet your
needs, culture and long-term goals.
IBM Managed Resiliency Services are designed to help you avert
the need for recovery by maintaining continuity of your critical
business processes in case of disruptions and outages. Although
these services can enable you to balance workloads, reduce
downtime and limit data loss, they can also include tools that
speciﬁcally address workforce resiliency. IBM can manage and
operate your resiliency services for you—either fully or partially.
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IBM Infrastructure Recovery Services help you respond to and
recover from disruptive events and can provide, among other
services, crisis management and response and work area recovery. These services directly address the vital human component
of your business continuity plan to help keep more people productive and build your reputation for corporate responsibility in
the face of a disruption.
IBM provides a wide range of proactive and event-driven managed services that can enable you to select the services that
are the most cost-effective and that can provide the highest
availability for your most critical business data and processes,
along with many options for less-critical data and processes. By
managing and operating these services for you—either fully or
partially—IBM can help you to balance workloads and reduce
application and system downtime and data loss. At the same
time, IBM can help you to avoid or reduce capital expense,
monitor and manage operational expenses and service levels
and reduce the burden on your IT staff.

Conclusion
The future holds exciting possibilities for increasing the effectiveness of business resiliency management. This paper has
examined new approaches, including:
●

●

Increased use of enterprise risk management for prioritization
of threats and risks
Granular, services-level business impact analysis that places
business processes and resources in resilience tiers for easier,
faster solution design

●

●

Solution design using resilience tiers and the six resilience layers for IT or business solutions
Some important characteristics of the BRM program from
IBM across all six resilience layers

In addition, implementing new emerging technologies and fresh
ideas, such as the following, can keep your business in a resilient
posture:
●

●

●

●

●

Specialized notiﬁcation and collaboration tools to help
increase effective communication across the organization
On-site versus remote data protection and specialized
email recovery
Cloud computing for more ﬂexible, economic distribution of
recovery services
Virtualization to more efficiently use server and system
capacity
Virtual testing and workﬂow automation to help reduce
human intervention

The challenges remain in pulling together all of these interrelated and dependent practices and technologies while remaining
competitive, managing cost and protecting your business.
Businesses today need to be proactive, rather than reactive.
Partnering with a global leader in business continuity and
resiliency with experience and resources can help you accomplish
all of these goals.

For more information
To learn more about the beneﬁts of protecting your information
and implementing a world-class business continuity management
program through business continuity and resiliency services from
IBM, contact your IBM representative, or visit the following
websites:
●
●

ibm.com/services/continuity
ibm.com/services/us/bcrs/self-assessment/

Additionally, ﬁnancing solutions from IBM Global Financing
can enable more effective cash management, protection from
technology obsolescence, improved total cost of ownership and
return on investment. Also, our Global Asset Recovery Services
help address environmental concerns with more energy-efficient
solutions. For more information on IBM Global Financing, visit:
ibm.com/ﬁnancing
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